
How To Fix A Door That Springs Open

Do you find that your doors will spring open by themselves? No, you don’t need to get ghostbusters on the line. Chances are that the 
hinges of your door are too deeply set into the door frame. Not as exciting by any means, but probably much easier to fix.

Before you start pulling the hinges apart, take a quick look at the 
paintwork around the door frame. It could be that your door isn’t closing 
properly because it’s catching on the doorstop which has nothing to do 
with the hinges!

If that’s not the issue, turn your attention back to the hinges. Hinges 
that are too deeply set into the door frame cause the door to sit too 
close to the frame and spring back open either as soon as you close 
them or after they’ve built up a bit of tension.
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To solve the problem, get someone to hold the door steady and remove 
the hinges from the door one at the time. Cut up some spare cardboard 
to fit into the recess where the hinges were and pack it into the space.

The cardboard packed into the space should give you the room you 
need down the hinge side of the door to stop it springing open. Screw 
the hinge back into the packed-out recess and do the same for the 
next hinge. If you’ve put too much cardboard in, you could end up with 
a door that sticks on the other side so be careful! You don’t want to 
have to plane the other edge of the door down to make sure it’s 
working smoothly.
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If your doors do have the doorstop problem mentioned above, you can 
easily fix this by tapping a wood chisel between the doorstop and door 
frame, or even levering the doorstop off.

Once you’ve done that, you’ll need to close the door and reposition the 
doorstop, making sure that the door has enough room to close without 
catching. Nail it back into place using 30mm nails around 300mm apart.
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It could be the case that your door doesn’t have enough space between 
the bottom of the door and the carpet, meaning that it either jams 
completely or springs back open after a while. Find a ruler or a thick 
piece of card and place it on top of the carpet. Mark a line on the door 
along the top of your ruler to see how much excess you’ll need to 
remove to make the door fit properly. Take the door off it’s hinges, 
remove the excess material then refit the door.

Think you’ll need to replace your door completely? Take a look at our 
collection of internal doors at Leader Doors!
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